Companion Rulebook 1.0
The companion rulebook is organized alphabetically and introduces some new rules and changes to existing
rules. The companion rulebook will be included in the 5th player expansion. Further revisions and additions are
expected.

Actions
Players get three actions on their turn. There are ten (10) actions a player can choose from.
1. Conquer (page 3)
2. Cycle Conquest or Quest Cards (page 4) new action
3. Move (page 5)
3a. Combat (page 2) - combat happens automatically if opposing armies are ever in the same location (as the
result of a move action) and therefore combat is not considered an action – it is the result of a move action.
4. Purchase Market Power Card (page 5)
5. Purchase Resource Power Card (page 5)
6. Quest (page 6)
7. Recruit Lieutenant (page 8)
8. Recruit Troops (page 8)
9. Tax (page 8)
10. Train (page 8) new action with 5th player expansion

Combat
When armies of two different factions (players) are in the same region a battle is fought between the two armies.
The opposing armies are arranged on their respective player’s battle board.

Overview
1. Battles last five rounds (new rule).
2. Each race has a combat bonus – see Races.
3. Attacks from both armies resolve simultaneously by rank (defender rolls first).
4. Ranged attacks resolve first.
5. Ranged attacks can be directed EITHER at melee OR ranged ranks. If the rank is not declared
ranged always attacks ranged.
6. Players assign the damage they inflict (following any card or racial bonuses).
7. Hits (skulls) are assigned before flees (tattered banners).
8. After each round a player may retreat (attacker declares first).
9. After the battle, victory points are earned.

Setup
1. Melee troops go in the front rank
show picture of melee troops
2. Ranged troops go in the second rank
show picture of ranged troops
3. There is a Maximum of five (5) troops in each rank and players must fill their ranks as much
as possible (ranged troops only in the second rank and melee troops only in the front rank).
4. Leaders in battle – Leaders do not have to be placed in a fighting rank but can be. The
Warlord and Lieutenants of the WarQuest base game are 2/2 melee units and if placed in
battle, can only be placed in the front rank.
a. Leaders are the last units in a rank to take damage.
b. Leaders cannot be targeted with flee.
5. If a player has more than five melee and/or ranged troops, those are placed in the ‘Reserve
Area’ directly behind the ranged troops.
6. The ‘Retreat Area’ is just behind the Reserve Area. This is where troops that ‘Flee’ are
placed.

Sequence of a round of battle
1.

Defender rolls his ranged attack and assigns damage and flees (those units are not moved yet).

2.

Attacker rolls his ranged attack and assigns damage and flees.

3.
Units that were eliminated or retreated are removed from battle or placed in ‘flee’ area. Keep eliminated
troops near the battle.
4.

Units in reserve are filled in (you must fill your ranks as much as possible).

5.

Defender rolls his melee attack and assigns damage and flees (those units are not moved yet).

6.

Attacker rolls his melee attack and assigns damage and flees.

7.
Units that were eliminated or retreated are removed from battle or placed in ‘flee’ area. Keep eliminated
troops near the battle.
8.

Units in reserve are filled in (you must fill your ranks as much as possible).

9.

Leaders rally units that have fled (one per leader).

10.
Players decide whether to continue or retreat (starting with the attacker) – if a player cannot place a melee unit in the front rank then he must retreat.
11.

If no player retreats, the next round of battle begins (repeat steps 6.a. to 6.k).

After the battle
1.

If a player chooses to (or must) retreat then the other player has won the battle.

2.
The retreating army either returns to the province from which it entered (if the attacker) or leaves the
province it occupied (if the defender). The defender can move to any province except the one that the attacking
army entered from.
3.

All wounds received in battle are healed after the battle is over.

4.

The victor receives 5 victory points.

5.

Each player receives 1 victory point for each unit he eliminated in the battle.

6.

Experience (if playing with the veteran expansion) – check to see if any units earn veteran status.

Conquer (controlling a region)
1.

Players use an action to conquer a region (one action for each region conquered).

2.

A leader must be present in the region to be conquered.

3.

You cannot conquer a region during an army’s movement. Conquering is a separate action.

4.

To show a region is conquered, the player places one of his control tokens in that region.

5.
Conquering a region is important for taxing, completing Conquest Cards, and earning victory points at
the end of the game.

Conquest Cards
1.

Completing the mission on a Conquest Card is one of the ways players can earn victory points.

2.
Conquest Cards marked with star (‘Protect [city]’) are separated and shuffled. Each player gets one (the
rest are removed from play).

3.
(New Rule) – Players only need to control the Protect [city] region at the end of the game to earn the victory points from that card – an army does NOT have to be present.
4.
(New Rule) – Each player gets two Glorious Victory Conquest Cards (marked with a sword) at the start
of the game. All remaining Glorious Victory Cards are removed from play.
5.

All remaining cards with a sword icon (The “Hunt [race]”) are set aside for the moment.

6.

All Conquest Cards with no sword or star icon are shuffled and each player is dealt one.

7.

The “Hunt” cards are now shuffled in to the remaining Conquest Cards.

8.

(New Rule) – Players can take an action to discard an active Conquest Card.

a.

The discarded Conquest Card is placed on the bottom of the Conquest Card deck.

b.

Two Conquest Cards are drawn.

c.

One Conquest Card is kept, the other is returned to the bottom of the Conquest Card deck.

Cycle Conquest or Quest Cards (new action)
1.

Players may use an action to discard an active Conquest or Quest Card.

2.

The discarded card is placed on the bottom of the appropriate deck.

3.

Two of that type card (Conquest or Quest) are drawn.

4.

One card is kept, the other is returned to the bottom of the appropriate deck.

Event Cards
1.

Event cards are used to track turns in WarQuest.

2.

An event card is turned over before the first player takes his first action.

3.

Negative events such as plagues can affect a maximum of two units (new rule).

4.

Rumors

a.

Are placed within the region that contains the battlefield mentioned on the card.

b.

Do not require an action (a leader needs to be present in the region of the rumor to conduct a search).

c.

A leader and (if the player chooses) a troop can search for the rumored artifact.

d.

Roll a number of dice equal to the attack rating of the search party.

e.

One or more skulls means the artifact is found.

f.
Two or more retreat icons and the companion troop (if there is one) is lost and returns to its homeland
recruiting pool.
g.

If a search is unsuccessful the rumor card is discarded.

Glorious Victory Conquest Card (New Rule)
To use the Glorious Victory card, your opponents army must have 10 or more units (not including leaders) and a
player cannot use a Glorious Victory on the same player more than once.

1.

Figures with circular bases (the warlord and lieutenants) are leaders.

2.

Leaders have a 2/2 attack/defense rating.

3.
Armies (1 or more troop units) must always have a leader present to lead them (otherwise the troops
return to their respective homelands).
4.

See ‘Combat’ for what the leaders do in battle.

Map
Show the map with outlines for kingdoms, borders, rivers and unpassable mountains.

Move
1.
A move action allows for up to three regions of movement in any combination the player wants (one
army moves three, three armies each move one, etc.)
2.

An army cannot move twice in the same turn.

3.

When an army crosses a river without a bridge it must stop once it crosses the river.

4.

An army cannot cross mountains with white clouds.

5.

Units cannot be picked up or dropped off during a move.

Purchase a Power Resource Card – a player must:
1.

Have a leader in a city.

2.

Use an action for each Power Card purchased.

3.

Pay the gold to acquire the Power Card.

Purchase a Market Resource Card – a player must:
1.

Have a leader in the same city as the market.

2.

Use an action to acquire the market.

3.

Pay the gold to acquire the market.

Power Cards
Power Cards represent assets (spells, equipment, and markets) that players can purchase to help with quests,
combat, income, etc.
1.

There are two types of Power Cards - Market (marked with a star) and Resource.

a.

Market Cards have a gold cost and generate revenue whenever the market’s city is taxed.

b.

Resource Cards have a gold cost (gold circle) and may have a spell activation cost (green circle).

2.

At the beginning of the game separate the nine (9) Market Cards from the others.

3.

Shuffle the remaining cards and set five (5) out in a row for all players to see.

4.

Shuffle the Market Cards into the deck.

5.

Players never lose a Market even if they do not control the market’s region/city.

6.

Upkeep:

a.

After a player’s turn is finished, if Resource Cards have been purchase:

i.

Cards are moved to the right.

ii.
New Power Cards are added to the left until there are five (5) Resource Cards available for purchase.
(Each player will always start with five (5) Resource Cards available for purchase).
iii.

If a Market Card is revealed it is placed on the map next to the market’s City.

iv.

A Market Card does NOT count toward the five available Resource Cards.

b.

After the last player’s turn is finished:

i.

Remove the displayed Resource Power Card at the far right.

ii.

Slide all the Resource Cards to the right.

iii.
Reveal the next Power Card from the top of the deck and add it to the row to bring the Resource Cards
back up to five (following Market Card rules if a market is revealed).

Quest
1.

A player must:

a.

Have a leader at the location on the card.

b.

Use an action to go on the quest.

c.

Take only one leader on the quest.

2.

A companion troop (not a leader) may accompany the leader on the quest.

3.

A leader cannot die in quest combat.

4.

A companion troop CAN die in quest combat.

5.

Only hits (skulls) count in Quest combat (unless otherwise noted on a card in play).

6.

Quests last a maximum of five (5) rounds.

7.

Sequence of Quest Combat

a.

The player on the quest attacks first (attacks are NOT simultaneous in Quest combat)

b.

The player rolls two attack dice for the leader plus any power card bonuses and/or companion attack.

c.

If the monster is not defeated it attacks.

d.

The questing player assigns any damage done by the monster.

e.
If after a round the monster is not defeated the player and the monster add a die to their attack rolls.
(Round two player and monster get one more attack die. In round three player and monster get two more attack
dice, etc.)
f.
If the monster is not defeated at the end of round five OR the leader is defeated (takes two hits) then the
quest is not successful.

8.

Successful Quest

a.

The completed quest is placed face up in front of the player.

b.

Two gold is earned.

c.

A new quest card is drawn.

9.

Unsuccessful Quest

a.

The failed quest is place face up beside the quest deck (the quest discard pile).

b.

A new quest card is drawn.

10.

(New Rule) – Players can take an action to discard an active Quest Card.

a.

The discarded Quest Card is placed on the bottom of the Quest Card deck.

b.

Two Quest Cards are drawn.

c.

One Quest Card is kept, the other is returned to the bottom of the Quest Card deck.

Quest Cards
1.

Successfully completing the mission on a Quest Card is one of the ways players can earn victory points.

2.

Quest cards have three difficulty levels (1, 2, and 3).

3.

Setup

a.

Quests are separated by difficulty level.

b.

Each player is dealt two of the level 1 quests (the remaining level 1 quests are removed from play).

c.

The level 2 quests and level 3 quests are shuffled separately.

d.

The level 2 quests are placed on top of the level 3 quests to create the Quest Deck.

Races
There are five basic races that provide military units in Myrathia (dwarves, goblins, orcs, satyrs and wood elves).
In the table M = melee (the infantry units) and R = ranged units
Dwarves
Homeland

Dwarf Kingdom

Goblins

Orcs

Satyrs

Wood Elves

Goblin Lands

Orugul

Forest of the Beastmen

Thulien

Cost (M/R)

3/3

2/2

3/2

2/4

3/3

Attack (M/R)

1/1

1/1

2/1

1/2

1/2

Defense (M/R)

2/2

1/1

1/1

1/1

1/1

Combat bonuses for each race
1.

Dwarves – units in the defending rank must be targeted with hits before any other units.

2.

Goblins – units not retreated get an attack on a retreating army.

3.

Orcs – melee units each get +1 attack die in the first round.

4.
Satyrs (Beastmen) – if in the attacking rank, flee results generate an additional attack die (1:1 ratio – if
two satyrs and one flee then only one additional die is rolled).
5.

Wood Elves – melee units add one die during the ranged attack.

Recruit lieutenant – a player must:
1.

Have a leader in a city.

2.

Use an action.

3.

Pay six (6) gold.

The lieutenant appears in the city in which he was recruited.
Recruit troops – a player must:
1.

Have a leader in the race’s homeland.

a.

The homeland must either be unconquered or conquered by the recruiting player.

b.

Units must be available for recruiting.

2.

Use an action.

3.

Pay the appropriate gold.

The recruited troops join the army in their homeland.
Players may not have more than five (5) of one race in a single army.

Tax
There are nine (9) cities on the map with numbers below their names (Port Landing and Noret for example).
These cities have an economy that can be taxed.
1.

To tax a city the player must control the region (have a control token in the region).

2.

One action is used for each city taxed.

3.

A city cannot be taxed more than once during a player’s turn.

4.
If a player owns a market in a city that is taxed (regardless of who owns the market), the market automatically generates its revenue. A market does not require a separate tax action.
Train
Players may spend one (1) action per turn training troops. They can pick 1 unit to upgrade, and then roll an experience die. If the die matches a race they have in any of their armies, they can upgrade that unit as well.

Victory Points – Winning the Game
The player with the most victory points at the end of the game wins. Victory points are earned by successfully
completing Quests and Conquests and winning battles and eliminating enemy units in battle.
Ways to earn Victory Points Minimum - Maximum
Quests (level 1)

5-6

Quests (level 2)

6-8 (mostly 7)

Quests (level 3)

8-9

Conquest (end game Protect [city]) 15
Conquest (Reunite Kingdom/control province)

10-15

Conquest (Glorious Victory) 10
Conquest (Hunt [race])
Battle (victory)

5

Battle (units eliminated)
Regions controlled

3 per unit
1 per unit

1/3 VP per region

City Regions controlled

2 VP per region (in addition to regions VP above)

